GATHERINGS IN GERMANY LAST SEPTEMBER
Lothar Klementz took his car to two meetings in September.
On the 20th to Heyne Fabrik Klassikertreff, which is an old factory in the city of Offenbach.
Here there are Classic car meetings several times a year.

The second venue was an Old Timer meeting ‘Street – Rail’ on September 26 th. On this site
is a Museum of Light Railways.

The light railway is well advanced in years, under full steam and still going strong.

Can you spot the Renown?

FOILED BY A FUNGUS
Graham Beechey
When I set off from Witney to go to our Annual Rally at Kimbolton Castle on July 18 th, little
did I know what was in store for me on that day. I travelled in my Grey TDC, RHO 824 as
far as Alan Walton’s house in Kidlington where we met up for the journey ahead. Alan had
already got his Burgundy Red TDB, NWB 396 out on the drive and was all ready to go. As
we set off I remembered that I had left my mobile at home. However with Alan in the lead,
we headed off down the A34 as far as Weston-on-the Green and then onto the B340 before
eventually getting onto the A41 towards Northampton. It was quite busy around
Northampton, but in the end we reached Kimbolton Castle. So the Oxfordshire contingent
had arrived!
The rally was a great success as we met all our club friends and exchanged greetings and
stories. We were pleased to meet Mike Sampson as we had joined together at Charlbury
during the previous year.

Graham’s car TDC 47

Eventually the time came for us to go home, so Mike, Alan and I decided to travel together as
Mike knew a shorter route home. On the way out Mike and Alan got into one queue of traffic
and I was directed into the other queue. This is where it all happened. The car just stopped
dead! – holding up the complete queue. Despite my trying, it refused point blank to start up
again. In the meantime, Mike and Alan waited for me for about three quarters of an hour in
Kimbolton village. Mike came back to see if he could find me, but the traffic coming out of
Kimbolton Castle was too heavy for him to come in. Eventually they decided to continue
with their journey. I had no option but to call the AA, who arrived some 45 minutes later
thanks to the member who lent me his mobile. When I explained what had happened and that
I had already replaced the fuel pump filter, the comment from the AA engineer was “Well
you know far more about these cars than I do”.
He organised transport to get myself, and my car back to Minster Lovell where it is kept. We
pushed it back into the garage and locked up.
When my father and I started to look at it, we noticed a blob of jelly-like material in the fuel
pump reservoir. This was the cause of the trouble as it had blocked the fuel pipe and the
movement of the car back from Kimbolton must have dislodged it, because it then started up
perfectly and ran normally. It was a fungus growing in the top of my fuel tank. This meant
removing the fuel tank completely and thoroughly cleaning it out and the car is now running
as sweet as a whistle. It appears that, if a car is left stationary for a long period of time, like
over winter, this fungus can grow in the tank, whilst feeding on the petrol fumes and
moisture.



An early car taking part in a Spanish rally recently.

THIS ISSUE’S FRONT COVER– NOTTINGHAM BUT 3-AXLE
TROLLEYBUS, AND COTMAN GREY TRIUMPH 1800 (OR
2000) RE SALOON
John Bath TROC historian
Thanks to the co-operation of well known transport publishers, Ian Allan Group, and the
pioneer colour photographer, Bruce Jenkins, we are able to produce this superb contemporary
picture on the front cover to this issue.
The individual who actually helped to “ fix it” for TROC, was Kevin McCormack who has
put together an impressive series to highlight the excellent camera work of those very few
photographers using the relatively slow and expensive colour transparency film when filming
road transport scenes, notably buses and trolleybuses in Britain before 1969.
Until recently, many transport enthusiasts have had to virtually accept black and white as the
norm for older photos, until the major improvements in picture reproduction in the last few
years.
In brief, Kodak colour transparency film (and cine film) was readily available to both
amateur and professional photographers in the USA even before World War Two, but was
very much a luxury item over here.
The first Kodak colour 35MM transparency film I bought in 1966 was just 25ASA which
meant long exposures and potential blurring in anything other than bright sunlight, but this
was relatively fast compared with 10ASA before then, and even a mere 2ASA, after the war.
Colour print film was more expensive after processing and printing, and yet the quality of
reproduction was generally very poor relative to transparencies until the 1980’s.
The cost of a single Kodak 36 exposure colour transparency Kodak film in 1966 was roughly
36 shillings, (£1.80 today) but this was close to 15% of my weekly net salary in those days.
(As a guide, the same sum would have bought no less than about 65 Mars Bars.)
By contrast, it was possible to buy black & white film up to a heady 400ASA, and besides,
that film was much cheaper than colour slides which then almost always included processing
costs when bought in the Britain, whatever the make of film.
What Kevin has tried to do in his series of books is to select the earliest available colour shots
of vehicles, as they might be the only colour shots taken in same cases of a particular type or
fleet.
Where the choice is relatively better, he has selected shots which try to recreate the
atmosphere of the early post-war scene in a particular city, but naturally including the bus or
trolleybus as the focal point.
Kevin’s books break down into 2 groupings – those that concentrate on buses, or perhaps
transport in general, particularly in the London area with which Kevin is more familiar, and
naturally where there is much more choice.
For instance, the photograph in question comes from “British Trolleybuses in Colour” (2004).
Then there are more general books which focus on a particular city or town in the “ Bygone
series.......”series, which includes London, Edinburgh, Surrey etc.
These books include contemporary photos of horse drawn transport, trains, commercial
vehicles and other road transport, even ships and planes in some cases, to give a more
rounded view of those times, up to around 1970.

Generally, preserved vehicles are not included unless of significant historic interest.
A lot of work has gone into the titles accompanying photographs, as can easily be seen on
reading any of these books.
I have to say that one of my regrets is not to have taken shots of the more mundane everyday
scenes such as these photographers captured on film, which seem to be much more
interesting in hindsight than a ”picture postcard” type shot of, say, Tower Bridge which might
not “date” so much, or be so redolent of its time.
Kevin’s latest book – soon to be published is “London Underground Steam”, which might
well be in print when this piece appears.
Other titles by Kevin include:The Heyday of London’s Buses (1992(
The Heyday of the London’s Bus – 2 (1995) and 3 (1996)
The Heyday of the RT
The Heyday of the Bus –post war (1997) with the very early post-war C Carter pictures ,
many taken on 2ASA film.
(There are also a number of London-focused Steam Train photo albums too.)

EDGAR De NORMANVILLE
Tom Robinson
Most of us are aware that the overdrive unit fitted to the TDC cars as an optional extra was
known as The Laycock de Normanville Overdrive unit; but not many members would know
who Edgar Joseph de Normanville was.
The overdrive unit was developed after the Second World War and came late in de
Normanville’s extraordinary career.
He was born in Leamington Spa in 1882 and
apprenticed in 1897 and he produced the ‘Norman Two-speed Gear’ for motorcycles before
joining the editorial staff of The Motor in 1908. He was considered an eccentric in his early
years and he received scornful criticism for advocating such technical developments as
parachutes and benzol fuel. Between the wars he was a Fleet Street motoring journalist and
Humber took up his de Normanville Safety gear in 1935 and his de Normanville Clear View
Screen, a fast rotating glass disc on a windscreen which he invented as a schoolboy, was later
almost universally adopted on ships to maintain visibility in rain.
As for Laycock Engineering, they too had a fascinating history and all that remains of their
factory site in Sheffield is a large mural in the Sainsbury’s store that occupies the area.

RODNEY EVANS FROM NOTTINGHAM AND HIS CAR
TDC 1539 [GSU 850]
The ‘Rally’ season concluded towards the end of October with a visit to the Ruddington
Steam railway Heritage site and a bright, sunny day was enjoyed by everyone.
The year usually commences with a visit to Thrumpton Hall in late April, followed by
numerous steam engine events and two of the most memorable were to Belvoir castle and to
Rempstone.
I have, over the years reduced my travelling due to a replacement hip and arthritis. Also, I
find that grovelling around under the car is now impossible, but nevertheless, the Old lady is
still in pristine condition, more than I can say for myself as I appear to be developing
‘grumpiness’, which usually materialises when attending rallies and being told ‘to arrive
before 10.00 and do not leave until 17.00. I go out of my way to usually park near to an
‘escape route’ and the following two tales may prove to be as amusing for those who love
Health & Safety rules!

At Belvoir Castle, I attended both days, Saturday and Sunday, but by the early part of the
Sunday afternoon, I was planning my escape. On walking back to the car, I noticed that three
or four other Classic vehicles were slowly on the move. I hurried back to the Old lady,
started up and slotted behind the last of the vehicles only to be ushered into the show ring to
park up for a further 40 minutes and give a commentary on my car! Serves you right, I hear
you say!

At Lincoln Castle, which is a glorious setting in the shadow of the Cathedral, I again
attempted an early escape, but to no avail, as the gates are firmly shut closed and during the
award ceremony, I was surprised to hear my name called out and I was presented with the
sponsor’s trophy which is the huge cup in the middle of the photograph.

The keen eyed amongst you might recognise the Benson & Hedges Concours D’elegance
Award when the event was held in Woollaton Park, Nottingham some years ago.
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RENOWN IN LONDON TRANSPORT MUSEUM
John Bath TROC Historian
I am sure that readers will be delighted to hear of a very welcome new addition to the exhibits
on display there is a Renown.
However, this Renown has rather more seats than our cars and was built pre-war to move
Londoners from place to place, for business and pleasure.

I should mention at this stage that I am talking about a 1930 AEC Renown 3-axle double
deck bus, the “standard” London bus entering service for what was then London General
Omnibus Co from 1929 – 1932, predecessor of London Transport formed in 1933.
The registration number is GK 5323, fleet number LT 165, withdrawn in 1950.
These impressive vehicles served in other fleets too, notably Leicester which had the last
survivors of this type in revenue earning service, and were all much larger than the then more
common 2-axle buses, simply to achieve better seating capacity under the very restrictive
rules then in place.
Oddly enough these were the first AEC buses to bear a model name rather than just a type
(such a B- type), though in the interests of accuracy, the model names Renown and
Blenheim were announced for a more conventional 2-axle bus in 1925, but then
mysteriously, the names were dropped soon after being announced, and the more prosaic
Type 411 and 413 model names were used.
(Curiously, this was a reversal of what happened in 1949 for our cars, when the Triumph
Renown first appeared as the Triumph 2000 Saloon in the very first adverts in the motoring
press; then suddenly and inexplicably it became the Renown soon after, with no prior
publicity...no doubt to distinguish the model from the rather different – and short-lived 2000 Saloon it had just replaced.)
But back to the AEC story, the model name Blenheim was not used again, and it seems that
AEC rather liked to have model names for its passenger vehicles that began with an “R” –
such as Regal, Reliance, Regent, Renown, and of course, the famous Routemaster!!
The AEC story is too long and complicated to repeat here and there have been some excellent
books on the subject, but suffice to say that AEC was the principal supplier of London Buses
both before and after the war. Indeed the RT and Routemaster models were built in the
thousands for London.
AEC Renowns were made right up to 1940, in double-deck, coach and single deck format,
London Transport purchasing examples of all 3.
It was quite a surprise to me at least when their main rivals, Leyland bought them out in 1962
to add to their stable of vehicle marques, by then including Standard-Triumph.
To many, including the writer, AEC was Britain’s premier bus manufacturer for many years,
and it was a sad event when their Southall works inevitably closed after takeover, because of
rationalisation, but this was not until 1979, just 3 years before the last Triumph – the Hondaderived Acclaim – was made.
By then the holding company was just BL – the somewhat anonymous acronym for what had
been British Leyland.
Footnote: The last ever double-deck model introduced by AEC (under Leyland ownership by
then), was the AEC Renown, a very different vehicle of course, and by coincidence Leicester
Corporation had examples of both.

A CAUTIONARY TALE
Paul Brooks
Recently I had to have my mechanical temperature gauge repaired in my 1800 Roadster, as
the ether had escaped, that was not a great problem but reinstalling can be a bit tricky feeding
the tube from the cockpit to the engine bay then connecting.
I also just decided to double check the wiring etc. on the back of the dash to make sure all
was well, it was but during the process I lost a washer, I then spent some time looking for it
to no avail, figuring I had lost it under the carpet or somewhere I decided to reassemble the
dash. It all went in place absolutely no problem and I replaced the missing washer with a new
one. It did cross my mind that when doing things on old cars if it runs smoothly something
more than likely will go wrong, just like life I guess.
Eventually the dash was in place and I sat back just to make sure all was aligned properly, it
was then I noticed the offending wash neatly tucked in behind the glass of my speedometer
(see pic.).

As you can imagine the air turned a little blue with some well known phrases, I also I might
add, had to smile to myself about the situation. I then proceeded to remove the speedometer
and get the washer out.
I figured it had dropped into the hole where the instrument globe goes and then made its way
to the front of the gauge.
So the moral is, if you lose anything in the process of doing a job always find it, you reckon
at 62 years of age I should have known that.

